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Up to 50 percent savings on selected titles

    
   Mehring Books is launching its 2010 Summer Sale
running through July 31. We are offering
   sale bundles at reduced prices as well as discounts on
individual titles. As a further incentive, we are offering
free US shipping if you order 5 or more items.
   The following sale bundles are available:
   The Socialist Starter Bundle is one of our most
popular sale bundles. It provides an introduction to the
most basic concepts of socialism.
   The Economics Bundle contains selections from both
classical and contemporary Marxist literature. These
works examine the historical origins and nature of
capitalism, as well as its development over the course
of the 20th Century.
   The Stalin’s Terror Bundle includes writings by
Russian Marxist historian Vadim Rogovin, who
demonstrates that the purges of 1937-1938 were aimed
at exterminating all those who had any connection to
the socialist traditions of the 1917 Revolution.

Selected Works of Trotsky

   The Socialist Equality Party Bundle provides an
introduction to the history of the Socialist Equality
Party and its predecessor, the Workers League.

The ICFI and the Split with the WRP

   The ICF and the Split with the WRP Bundle contains

major writings from the 1985-86 split by the British
Workers Revolutionary Party from the International
Committee of the Fourth International.
   The Selected Works of Trotsky Bundle contains
several important works by Leon Trotsky.
   Mehring is also offering many individual titles at a
discount of up to 50 percent:
   The Revolution Betrayed
   Art as the Cognition of Life
   The Heritage We Defend
   The Bolsheviks Come to Power
   Stalin’s Terror of 1937-38
   Gerry Healy and his Place in the History of the
Fourth International
   And many more...
   Take advantage of this special pricing to add to your
Marxist library.
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